
258 Security cameras, monitor and specialty lenses.

121= B/W 'h" CCD camera with audio. For use only with SLM415. Monitor
can accept up to three additional cameras. Includes 50 feet of cable.
51C145. RSU 12056123 Each 199.99

50 feet of video/audio DIN cable. For use with SLC145 quad camera only.
SLA10. RSU 12056131 Each 29.99

50 feet of video/audio cable. For use with all Security Labs cameras (except
quad monitor camera).
5LA20. RSU 12056156 Each 14.99

110VAC to 12VDC power adapter. For use with all Security Labs cameras.
1,000mA with 2.1mm plug.
SLA15. RSU 12056149 Each 24.99
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Quad monitor shows 4 camera views at once
SLM415. 12" B/W quad monitor comes with one SLC145 camera with audio and 65 feet
of cable. View four cameras at once, or rotate though each in full screen mode. 2 -way au-
dio allows you to talk to and hear from all cameras. Infrared LEDS in camera to see in total
darkness. Has an extra NV output for remote monitor use. VCR button allows you to see
the time and date on screen when used with one of our security recorders. With SLA30
adapters, other Security Labs cameras (in addition to the SLC145) may be used.

RSU 12055992 449.99

Ceiling mount bracket. Fits the SLC145 camera as well as other Security Labs cameras.
Can be mounted on desk, wall or ceiling. RSU 12104816 14.99

(1) (2)

(1)=5 Mini B/W wide angle view camera in a smoked dome. Adjustable pan
and tilt. Mic with audio. Includes 12VDC adapter and 50 feet of cable. Use with any A/V
compatible monitor, TV or recorder.

51C140. RSU 12056107 199.99

(2) Board cameras. All have a sensitive built in microphone for sound
149.99

-
SLC125. B/W pinhole camera, wide angle lens. RSU 12056065

SLC125C. Color pinhole camera, wide angle lens. RSU 12124061 249.99
SLC126. B/W camera w/8mm normal view lens. RSU 12124111 159.99

SLC127. BIN camera with 12mm telephoto lens. RSU 12124103 159.99

CMOS cameras. Ultra miniature in size for use anywhere. Microphone not included.

SLC128. BIN with adjustable focus 3.6mm wide angle lens. RSU 12124038 179.99

SLC128C. Same CMOS camera in color. RSU 12124046 199.99

=21 5LC129. Same CMOS camera with 5mm pinhole lens. RSU 12126512 169.99

SLC110 steel case camera. Rugged, with stan-
dard 1/4" mounting holes on top and bottom.
4mm wide-angle lens. Microphone inside with
audio output. 420 line resolution. Includes 12VDC
adapter, swivel bracket, and 50 feet of cable. Use
with any NV compatible molitor, TV or recorder.
RSU 12056032 179.99

=!1 6" swivel camera bracket. Mounts to
ware. SLB210. RSU 12056024

Outdoor B&W cameras.. Each has a 3.6mm
wide angle lens, ideal for mounting outside at
your home or business. Weatherproof body with
swivel mount microphone not included.
SLC130B. Black body. RSU 12056073, 199.99
SLC1305. Silver body. RSU 12056081, 199.99

RSU 12056057

an2ISLC115 B/W camera
RSU 12056040 199.99

wall or ceiling and is fully adjustable. Includes hard -
14.99

5LC120 color camera. 420 lines of resolution
Switchable back light compensation and electronic
shutter. 3.6mm lens. 1/4" mount. Red power LED
Microphone with audio output. Includes 12VDC
adapter, swivel bracket, and 50 feet of cable. USE
with NV compatible monitor, TV or recorder.

349.99
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- Weatherproof aluminum camera
housing. Includes a heavy duty pan and tilt
bracket for adjustable camera angles. Includes
hardware (does not include camera). For use with
SLC110, SLC115, SLC120.

SLH310. RSU 12128542 99.99

(3) - (4) (5)

(3) =Camera with passive infrared motion detector. Can be connected to our security
recorders to initiate alarm recording. Inside is a BIN 3.6mm wide angle lens camera, includes built in mi-
crophone for covert use. PIR-SLC136. RSU 12124053 249.99

Covert cameras. Ideal for viewing undetected. All have pinhole wide angle lens and sensitive micro-
phone. Smoke detector functions are inoperative on SLC135, SLC135C.

(4) an21B/W smoke detector camera. 5LC135. RSU 12056099 189.99
Color smoke detector camera. SLC135C. RSU 12124129 289.99
(5)12MB/W wall clock camera. Quartz movement. SLC137. RSU 12124079 189.99
Color wall dock camera. SLC137C. RSU 12124087 289.99

Accessory audio/video cables and wide angle/telephoto lenses
Camera lenses. SLC-110, SLC115, SLC120, and SLC140 cameras above come with a 3.6mm or
4mm wide-angle lens installed. A wide-angle lens will monitor more area than a standard or
telephoto lens. If your camera application requires a closer view, select an 8mm for standard
view or 12mm for telephoto view. Accessory lens can be installed by the user.

8mm standard lens for SLC110 and SLC140.
511160. RSU 12056164 Each 49.99
12mm telephoto lens for SLC110 and SLC140.
SLL165. RSU 12056172 Each 49.99
8mm standard lens for SLC115 and SLC120.
SLL170. RSU 12056180 Each 49.99
12mm telephoto lens for SLC115 and SLC120.
SLL175. RSU 12056198 Each 49.99

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited'. Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


